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Scaled Picture Graphs

1  Can you ll in the blanks using the picture graph to help you?

2  Can you nd the picture graphs?

3  Can you use the picture graph to answer the questions?

4  Can you ll in the correct data?

5  Can you match the correct pairs?

6  Is Gus and Nari's new picture graph correct?

+  with many hints, answer keys, and solution approaches for all tasks

The complete package, including all tasks, hints, solutions, and solution
approaches, is available to all subscribers of sofatutor.com

 Worksheet: Scaled Picture Graphs
Mathematics / Data / Representing Data / Picture Graphs / Scaled Picture Graphs

Watch the video for the task: https://us.sofatutor.com/v/6uG/aRK
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Can you ll in the blanks using the picture graph to help you?
Fill in the gaps with the correct answer.

 

Gus and Nari washed  short-sleeved shirts.

Gus and Nari washed  socks.

Gus and Nari washed  sweaters.
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1. Hint

Remember each coat hanger represents two clothing items.

2. Hint

Remember to count by 2's.

3. Hint

If there were three coat hangers:

We could work out 3 x 2 which equals 6.
Or we could use repeated addition: 2 + 2 + 2 = 6.

Our hints for the tasks
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Answer key: 1: 8 // 2: 10 // 3: 4

Each coat hanger represents two clothing items so there are:
Eight short-sleeved shirts (4 x 2 = 8)
Ten socks (5 x 2 = 10)
Four sweaters (2 x 2 = 4)

Solutions and solution approaches for the tasks
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